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"TOO MANY US TRADE BARRIERS ARE BLOCKING COWUNIIY EXPORTS" 
SAYS WILLY DE CLERCO 
The Commission, working closely with the Member States of the 
European Community, has comp I led an Inventory of United States 
~rade measures which currently constitute barriers to Community 
exports. Though not exhaustive, It lists some thirty tariffs, 
Import quotas, customs obstacles, anti-dumping proceedings, 
counterval I Ing duties, export subsidies, or taxes, al I of which 
represent a considerable loss of earnings to Community exporters. 
Reviewing the measures, Mr De Clercq, In Bel Jing, said: "If the 
United States Congress Is considering a series of bi I Is aimed at 
restricting trade stl 11 further, It should wake up to the fact 
that 'unfair trade' Is not, as Congress seems to Imagine, 
something practised exclusively by America's trading partners. 
The United States Is not Innocent of these practices. 
We trust the United States wl I I remove the obstacles, either as a 
resu It of b I I atera I d I scuss I ons or as part of the Uruguay Round. 
GATT has Just approved the Community's request for a panel to 
deal with two of the I lsted measures - customs user fees and the 
superfund - and the Community wl I I continue to press In 
the appropriate forums for the definitive abol It Ion of the other 
measures." 
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INTRODUCTION 
\ 
1987 REPORT ON US TRADE BARRIERS 
' ' 
.. 
The European Community has drawn up a list of US practices which pose 
obstacles to EC trade. The Report updates a previous list issued by the 
EC in December 1985. Its presentation is similar to that of the Report 
on foreign Trade Barriers issued in November 1986 by the office of tHe 
US Trade Representative. Some of the barriers mentioned are not 
necessaril~ inconsistent with US international obligations. The list is 
not exhaustive. It does not include barriers to trade in services 
(i.e. cargo preferences) nor all unjustified or discriminatory 
phytosanitary measures. On the other hand it includes barriers which 
are uniquely American: re-export controls, unilateral retaliation under 
Section 301 of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1974 and US implementation of 
the anti-dumping and countervailing statutes of the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade. 
The purpose of the report is to make clear that trade practices which 
impede exports are not a unique problem only faced by 'us exporters. 
Europeans face similar problems in the US. So unilateral action outside 
the international trading rules against "unfair trade practices abroad" 
could easily be mirrored by equivalent action against US exports. 
Generally, it should be emphasized that negotiations within the 
framework of the Uruguay Round will aim at solving a substantive part of 
the barriers mentioned. 
XXX 
X 
The United States is the Community's largest trading partner. In 1986, 
EC/12-US trade totalled nearly$ 133 billion which equals nearly 20 % 
of EC trade world-wide. The US trade balance with the Community deteri-
oted considerably since 1984: 3 years total 1984-1986 - $ 54 billion, 
but in the 4-year period between 1980 to 1983 the EC/12 accumulated a 
trade balance deficit with the US totalling$ 63 billion. 
· Together the EC and the US combine 36 % of world trade, and 60 ~,; of 
trade between Western industrialised countries. Both have therefore a 
major joint interest, and a common responsibility for monitoring and 
furthering the world free trade system. By the Punta del Este Declara-
tion, both are committed to stand still and roll back in the field of 
trade barriers. 
. .. I . . 
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I. TARlff AND OTHER IMPORT CHARGES 
A. Tariff Barriers 
1. Description 
Numerous products of EC export interest are assessed with hiqh US 
tariffs. Textiles, chemicals ceramics, porcelain, knives, cheese and 
certain shoes are all assessed with tariffs at 20% or more (49% in the 
case of some textiles). High tariffs reduce EC access possibilities for 
these products on the US market. 
2. Estimated impact 
Although it is difficult to measure the impact of these restrictions, 
tariff reductions on these products would significantly increase EC 
firms' competitiveness on the US market. 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
Tariff reductions will be negotiated within the framework of the 
Uruguay Round. 
Customs User fees 
l. Descripition 
As a result of laws enacted in 1985 and 1986, the United States imposes 
customs user fees with respect to the arrival of merchandise, vessels, 
trucks, trains, private boats and planes, and passengers. The most 
significant of these fees is that applied by processing formal entries 
of all imported merchandise, except products of the least developed 
cnunlries, eligible countries under the Cr1ribbean llm,in [C'onomic 
Recovery Act, or United States insular provisions or merchandise entered 
under Schedule 8, Special Classifications, of the Tariff Schedules of 
the United States. The merchandise processing fee for December l, 1986, 
through September 30, 1987 is 0.22 percent ad valorem. The fee for the 
following two fiscal years will be the lesser of (1) 0.17 percent ad 
valorem, or (2) an amount determined by the Secretary of the Treasury to 
be sufficient to provide revenue for covering the cost of Customs 
commercial operations. . The budget proposal for fiscal Year 1988, 
however, requests extension of the fee beyond the expiry date oriqinolly 
envisaged. 
The EC·considers that these customs user fees which are calculated on an 
,ad valorem basis are incompatible with the obligations of the United 
States pursuanl to Articles II and VIII of CATT. 
2. Estimated Impact 
Based on the EC' s 1985 exports to the United States, the merchandise 
processing fee will cost the EC approximately $175,5 million in 1987. 
The other customs user fees referred to above will cost the EC approxi-
mRtely $22.2 million in 1987. 
. .. / .. 
, . 
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3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
The Community joined GATT consultations under Article XXII requested by 
Canada and has held Article XXIII(l) consultations with the US which 
were unsuccessful. At the request of the EC, the GATT Council instituted 
a panel in March 1987. 
c. Other User fees 
Description 
Jn July 1986 ct1stoms requlations were amended to imposP customs user 
fees for the arrival o( passengers ($5 per arrival), 1-1nc..J conunercic.11 
vessels ($397 per arrival, with a maximum of $5,900 per year for the 
same vesse 1) • 
The United States enacted a law in October 1986 requu mg the col Leet ion 
of a $5 immigration user fee for the inspection of passengers arriving 
in the United States aboard a commercial aircraft or vessel, effective 
December 1, 1986. The United States proposes to use the fee to fund the 
United States Immigration and Naturalization Service. 
The United States also enacted a harbour maintenance fee in October 
1986. The fee, which is to finance the cost of harbour dredqiriq and 
chminel maintenance, amounts lo U.04 percent of the value of commerciol 
cargo travelling through United States ports. 
These fees are additional burdens on EC travellers and exports. 
2. Estimated Impact 
The estimated annual cost of these fees to the EC is $14.2 million for 
the irmiigration user fee, $14.2 million for the customs fees and 
$14.3 million, for the harbour maintenance tax. 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
The Commission joined other governments in a d!marche to the US Authori-
ties on 19 December 1986. 
D. Superfund Taxes 
Description 
The Uni led States enactec..J a law in J.986 lo estab I ish A 11 Su11erfu11d" tn 
finance the clean up of toxic waste sites that imposes two discrimina-
tory taxes on imports: (1) an 11. 7 cents per barrel tax on imported 
petroleum products (compared with 8.2 cents per barrel on domestic pro-
~ucts), and (2) a tax imposed only on imported chemical derivatives of 
the feedstocks subject to the Superfund tax equal to the tax that would 
have applied to the feedstocks if the derivatives had been produced in 
the United States (or 5 percent ad valorem if the importer does not pro-
vide sufficient information to determine the taxable feedstock 
comoonents in a derivative). 
These provisions are in conflict with Article III .2 of the GATT which 
prohibits parties from applyinq higher interrrnl tcixes to imr,nrlP-cl pro-
ducts than to like domestic products. 
. .. I . . 
...... 
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2, Estimated Impact 
The estimated annual cost to the EC of the tax on imported petroleum 
products is $21. 2 million. The cost of the tax on irnr10rterl chemica I 
derivatives may be as high as $18.6 million. 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
The EC requested consultations under GATT Artie-le XXII(l), whic-h were 
unsuccessful. The GATT Council has instituted a Panel at the request of 
the EC and other Contracting Parties. 
E. Tariff Reclassifications 
l. Description 
· The United States periodically and unilaterally changes the .tariff 
classification of imported products, often resulting in an increase in 
the duties payable on such items. For example, reclassification 
resulted in an increase in the tariff applicable to machine threshed 
tobacco. Similarly, beginning in April 1984, apparel with simulated 
features, e.g. false pockets and flaps, has been classified as 
ornamented apparel which is subject to higher tariffs than 
non-ornamented apparel. Similarly, the Community has had cause to com-
plain about a whole sel'ies of reclassifications resultinq in rn.Jverse 
economic consequences for Community exports for instance on caseine. 
2. Estimated Impact. 
Although the total impact of such tariff reclassifications is difficult 
to quantify, the potenti~l ~ffect is significant. 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
The EC is entitled to compensation under Article 11.5 of the CATT when 
such unilateral tariff reclassification occurs for bound concessions, 
but the United States has not offered such comrensat ion in the cc.1ses 
mentioned. 
. .. I . . 
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II. QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS AND IMPORT SURVEILLANCE 
A. Agricultural Import Quotas 
Description 
The Unlled States maintains import quotas on a variety of agricultural 
products, including certain dairy products (including cheese), sugar and 
syrups, c~rtain articles containing sugar, cotton of cert~in staple 
lengths, cotton waste and strip and peanuts. While these restrictions 
are covered by a CATT waiver, they do restrict certain EC exports to the 
US and have, particularly in the case of sugar, considerable neqative 
effects on the world markets. 
Section 22 of the US Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 requires import 
restrictions to be imposed when products are imported in such quantities 
and under such conditions as to render ineffective, or materinlly inter-
fere with, any United States agricultural programme. Such restrictions 
are a breach of CATT Article II or XI. Therefore, the United States 
sought and was granted a waiver from its CATT obligations under such 
articles for Section 22 quotas in March l9SS, subject to certain con-
ditions. In the Community's view there is no justification for a 
continuation of the waiver (a waiver is usually of limiter! and fixed 
duration in CATT) which has existed for over 30 years. 
2. Estimated Impact 
EC exports are most heavily affected by United States quotas on dairy 
products, cheese and sugar-containing articles. Community l98S exports 
of dairy products and cheese were + $220 mill; sugar and sugar 
containing articles were~ $13S mill. 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
During the Tokyo Round, United States Section 22 quotas on EC dairy pro-
ducts and cheese were the subject of negotiations. At that time, the EC 
reserved its CATT rights with respect to these quotas. The United 
States has said that, in principle, its GATT waiver for Section 22 
restrictions can be the subject of negotiation in the framework of the 
Uruguay P.ound. 
B. Import licensing for quota measures 
Description 
When the United States imposes unilateral quota restrictions on imports, 
the merchandise to be customs cleared must be accompanied by an 
invoice. However, such an invoice cannot be obtained until the goods 
are physically in the US customs territory. Thus importers and 
. exporters are not assured at the time of the shirment that the rinoc1s 
will be allowed to enter the US. If the quota has been filled, the 
CJOOds must be re-exported or stocked in R warehouse until a quota .is 
available. The fact that one cannot apply for the invoices prior to the 
shipment creates a barrier to trade and is a violation of the GJ\TT 
Aqreement on Import Licensing Procedures (Art. 2 d uf the Code) . 
. . . / .. 
... 
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2. EstimateJ Impocl 
It is difficult to quantify the impact of not licensin(J imports in cn:;es 
wtu:1·1: lllfi ll11iled Slales imposes qunnlilulivc rrii;lricl i11111:; l11il ii 11111y 
cause considerable warehouse and transportation costs. lhe uncertainty 
created is clearly an obstacle to trade. 
J. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
The EC raised this issue with the United States as not being in 
conformity with the CATT Licensing Code with respect to speciality steel 
quotas. The CATT Licensing Committee agreed to address this issue 
within its work programme. 
C. Machine tools 
l. Description 
Subsequent to the US machine tools industry's inilialives to obtain im-
port re! ief under the national security provisions (Sect. 2.32 of lhe 
Trade Expansion Act of 1962) and the mounting pressures by Congress for 
action, the Administration concluded in December 1986 Voluntary 
Restraint Arrangements with Japan and Taiwan for their exports to the US 
between 1987 and 1991. The US request to Germany to equa 11 y r1qree lo 
export restraint levels was rejected by the Federal Republic. As a 
consequence the US established in [)ecember 1986 maximum market share 
levels for certain type5 of machine tools imported from Germar,y. These 
levels will be monitored by the US and the US had threatened unilaterul 
action in case they are exceeded. Other Member States are equc1lly 
threatened by "remedial act ion" if they increc.1se their market share in 
the US. The publication of specific import levels and the specific 
threats of restrictive measures are likely to have a negative impact on 
Community exports. They are neither in conformity with US nat Iona l 
legislation nor in conformity with US obligations under Art.icle XI of 
the GATT. 
2. Estimated Impact 
CHnnot be assessed at this stage. 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
rhe Community has, by Note Verbale of 22 December 1986 reservetl ils GATT 
rights and indicRted that the Commission wi I l propose remedial ac-tior1 t.n 
the Council, should restrictive measures be taken by the United States. 
D. Beverages and Confectionery 
1. Description 
In May 1986 the US introducerl quotas on imports from the Cornniuni ty of 
certain wines, beers, apple and pear juice, candy and chocolate in the 
content of the dispute over the enlargement of the Community. 
. .. I . . 
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2. Estimated Impact 
The quotas were set at levels which have not proved restrjctiVP., but im.;;. 
porters have experlenced delays ln customs clearance. Uncertainty re.:.. 
ga~ding access has proved to be an obstacle to trade. 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
In response to these non C'estrictive quotas the EC i.ntroduced 
retrospective surveillance of certain imports frorn I.he llS. If the 
quotas should become restrictive the EC will lake equi va lenl action 
against imports from the US. 
[. Firearms and munitions 
l. Description 
The United States prohibits imports of firearms and munitions, except 
when authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury in cases where the 
importer demonstrates that the imports are for specific uses, e.g. 
competitions, training, museum collections. Because saies by United 
States producers are not subject to similar requirements, United States 
practice discriminates against imports and is inconsistent 1vith GA TT 
Article II I. 
2. Estimated Impact 
The value of the US market in this area is estimated at about $2 - 2.5 
bU lion (1985). 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
The EC has noted the United States prohibition on imported firearms and 
munitions as a prima facie breach of Article III in the CATT c-ataloriue 
of non tariff barriers, which will be examined in the framework of the 
llruriuay Rounrl. 
I 
• • • I • • 
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Ill. CUSTOMS BARRIERS 
A. Origin marking for pipes and tubes 
l. Description 
Section 304(c) of the Tariff Act of .1930, as amended .in 1984, requires 
that the origin of imported stee 1 pipes and fittings be marked on the 
article by die stamping, case-in-mo ld lettering, etching or engrav inq. 
Because such marking is impossible or renders the article use less or 
reduces its commercial utility in many cases, the requirement is 
contrary to CATT Articles VIII.l(c), IX.2 and 4, and the CATT Agreement 
on Technical Barriers to Trade. Because there is no similar requirement 
for domestic pipes and fittings, the requirement is also discriminatory 
and a breach of Artie le II I. 
2. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
The EC held consultations with the United States under GATT 
· Article XXII. Although Section 304(c) has not been repealed, 
administrative procedures have been adopted which render the impact 
negligible. 
B. US origin rules for textiles 
Description 
In September 1984 the US strengthened the rules for the determination of 
the origin of textile products. Under the new rules, the Community is 
not treated as "one" for the purpose of the determination of the origin 
of textiles. 
2. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
The Commission has taken up the issue repeatedly with the US authori-
ties; the US have so far declined to respond favourably. 
. •. I •. 
lV, STANDARDS, TESTING, LABELLING AND CERTIFICATlON 
A. Telecommunications 
1. Description 
EC alJppliers of switches and transmission E!quipment experience diffi..,. 
c1.1 lties ill se Lling into the United States market becaus.e of teng~hy &nd 
co~tly qpproval procedures. A vendor trying to sell equipment to ij BelJ 
Opl3rating Company ("BOC") must have its equipment evotuatecl and 
cel'tified by Bellcore, the research and testing faciltty of the aoc~. 
Obt&lning Bellcore evaluation certificate takes a minimum of 18 m9nth1 
but, can easily take up to 2 or 3 years, with costs th~t, according ~q 
the estimation of industry experts, can easily exceed US $ lO mill, 
There is no guarantee that a sales contract will matertalise at the en,! 
of ~he rirofess. 
In ~ctdition, due to the fact that the technical environmen~ in the US 
differs heavily from most other countries, the costs for adapting 
Euro~~an-based . switching equipment to US specif icattons are in tile 
av~Nl9e at least 6 times higher than the costs for the necessary ad~pta~ 
tio~ work with regard to practically all other countries. 
2. Estimated Impact 
It is difficult to quantify the impact of the Bellcore apµrovel process, 
but clearly few exporters can afford the risky costs for the evaluation 
proces§ and adaptation work mentioned above. 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
The Community has officially drawn the attention of US authorities to 
this a~pect of telecommunications equipment approve 1. 
The Cpmmunity and the United States have instituted fact-finding dis-
cusslQ!1S on telecommunications - these began with EC missions to the US 
in Aptil and June 1986. A US team visited Brussels in february 1987. 
A number of areas of cooperation have been agreed including standards 
and testing. 
a. FAA requirement on spare parts for aircraft 
Description 
·The federal Aviation Administration ( "f AA") hijs announced onerous new 
inspection requirements for imported spare parts for aircraft. The re-
qujr~nts are being applied without advance notice Ami retroArtively to 
i111po1,ts already entered i.nto lhe United States. 
2. Estimated Impact 
Such inspection requirements are most likely to discourage potential US 
buyer, from purchasing aircraft manufactured within the EC. 
. .. I . . 
, . 
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3, Actions Taken or to be Taken 
The United States action is inconsistent with the CATT Aqreements on 
Tr-ade in Civil Aircraft and Technica 1 Oarriers to Trade. The EC has 
raised the issue in the Committee in Trade on Civil Aircraft and him 
joined other governments in a d~marche to the US Authorities. 
C. Parma Ham 
l. Description 
Imports into the US of Italian origin ham have been subject to a lonq 
standinq prohibition. This import prohibition, ostensibly for reasons of 
health, is no longer justified following a positive outcome lo the lonr, 
and complex scientific testing procedures carried out both by the US 
Department of Agriculture (Plum Island laboratories) and by I ta Lian 
authorities which concluded that the ham fully conforms to US health 
standards. 
The research was concluded before the summer of 1985 to the full satis-
faction of the competent US authorities. In spite of this, the US autho-
rities have still not lifted the import prohib[tion. Despite the 
reviews, the matter has now been submitted for "peer" review by a group 
·of scientists outside the US federal government, thus creating further 
delay and uncertainty. 
2. Estimated impact . 
If the American market is opened, it is expected that important sales of 
this high quality product, which is already sold in numerous countries, 
will take place. 
3. Actions taken or to be taken 
The import restrictions are unjustified and contrary to GATT Articles XI 
and Xlll and not justified by Art XX. The Commission has repeatedly 
drawn the attention of the US authorities to the illegal US behaviour in 
this respect. 
. .. I • . 
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V. PUBLlC PROCUREMENT 
The United States Government practice of adopting Buy American policies 
in certain areas of government procurement has created permanent 
dis~rimination in favour of United States products. In addition, it h~s 
encouraged state and lodal entities to adopt similar policies. 
The Department of Defense, at both its own initiative and Congressiona I 
directive 1 is prohibited from purchasing from foreign sources forgihg 
items, machine tools, coal and coke, hand and measuring tools, textile 
artic Les, stainless steel flatware and ship propulsion shafts. These 
measures are contrary to bilateral Memoranda of Understanding between 
the US and other NATO partners. 
Article V!II.l of the GATT Government Procurement Code allows 
make exceptions to the general rules of the Code for goods 
indispensable for national security or defence. 
Article IX.S(a) provides that exceptions may be made only in 
circumstances and must be negotiated with the other parties. 
parties to 
considet'erl 
However, 
exceptional 
At state and local levels, 8uy American provisions are often used by 
tr~nsport and road construction authorities to limit foreign participa-
tion, even where federal funds are used. for example, the construction 
of mass l rans it systems with federal funds is subject to a Buy America 
preference of lO percent on rolling stock and 25 percent on other 
supplies. Although the provision of Article I.2 of the Code requires 
parties to inform regional and local government of the objectives, 
principles and rules of the Code, this has not prevented discrimination 
against foreign sources by US state and local governments. 
In the context of the renegotiation of the CATT Government Prucureme,1t 
Code the EC is seeking an extension of the Code coverage to the US 
states. The parties have agreed to negotiate extension of Code coverage 
to services, telecommunications and heavy electrical equipment. 
The following items are examples of Buy American provisions enacted by 
the United States. 
A. Buy American policy on machine tools 
l. Description 
The United States enacted a law in 1986 that requires machine tools used 
in any government-owned facility or property under the control of the 
Department of Defence to have been manufactured in the United States or 
Canada. 
2. Estimated Impact 
While the estimated impact is as yet unquantified for all Member States 
of the EC, one Member State expects to lose $30-40 million of business 
because of the machine tool procurement rule. Other Member States 
supplying machine tools are likely to be similarly impacted. 
. .. / .. 
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3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
Department of Defense purchases of machine tools are covereJ by the GATT 
Government Procurement Code. Exemptions may only be taken after 
not.if ication and compensation procedures according to the Code. The EC 
has requested consultations under the Code. 
8. foreign built dredges and other vessels 
l. Description 
The Merchant Marine Act of 1920 requires that only United States-
registered vessels may be used in United States territorial waters for 
activities other than transporting passengers or merchandise, e.g. 
dredging, towing and salvaging. Because only vessels constructed in lhe 
United States c1re eligible for United States registry for these pur-
poses, there is a de facto prohibit ion against using imported work 
vessels. 
United States law also requires that vessels registered in the United 
States for use in coastwise commerce, i.e. between United States ports, 
be constructed in the United States. Among other vessels, this require-
ment applies to air-cushioned vehicles travelling over water, e.g. 
hovercraft. 
2. Estimated Impact 
The value of the US market in this area is estimated at About $1. 3 
billion (1986). 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
The EC and other contracting parties have noted United States treatment 
of these vessels as a prima facie breach of Article III in the GATT 
catalogue of non tariff barriers. The EC expects to raise this issue in 
the framework of the review of this catalogue in the Uruguay Round. 
C. High voltage power equipment 
Description 
The United States enacted a law in 1986 giving US firms a XI percent 
pref ere nee with respect to the procurement of high voltage power equip-
ment by the Power Marketing Administration, the Tennessee Valley 
Authority and the Bonneville Power Administration. 
2. Estimated Impact 
It is difficult at this stage to estimate the impact. The EC continues 
its examination. 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
Such procurement is not covered by the GATT Government Procurement 
Code. Negotiation$ on the extension of the Code coverage will take place 
in the Uruguay Round negotiations. 
. .. I . . 
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VI. EXPORT SUBSIDIES 
A. Export Enhancement Programme (EEP) 
l. Description 
The food Security Act, 1985 (the Farm Bill) requires~ the United Stqtes 
Departament of Agriculture (USDA) to use Commodity Cr~dit Corporation 
stocks wonth $1 billion over a 3 year period to subsidise exports of ll5 
farm produqts. USDA, however has the option to use up to $}.5 billion 
worth. The programme is now used for several comrnodipes (wheat, wheat 
flour, b~rley, feed, poultry, dairy cattle) and for e~port to a number 
of countries, especially traditional EC markets in Africa and the Middle 
East. The United States added China (in 1987) to the list of countries 
to which EEP can apply. It is clear that use of the EEP will continue 
in 1987, with a consequent depressing effect on world markets. 
2. Estimated Impact 
As of mid-March 1987, about 9.7 million tons of wheat, 2 million tons of 
wheat flour, and 2.8 million tons of barley had been subsidized for 
export within the programme. In financial terms subsidies already 
granted are valued at approximately $620 million. 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
The Community has already reacted where necessary to US EEP subsidies by 
increasing its export refunds, _and wi 11 continue to do so. The Uruguay 
Round of trade negotiations will provide ah opportunity to address this 
and other forms of US agricultural subsidies. 
B. Targeted export assistance 
1. Description 
The food Security Act of 1985 establishes a new programme, enl i l led 
Targeted Export Assistance. Under this programme, the Secretary of 
Agriculture must provide $ll0 million annually (or an equal value of 
Commodity Credit Corporation commodities) specifically to offset the 
adverse effect of subsidies, import quotas, or other unfair trade 
practices abroad. 
ror these purposes, the term "subsidy" includes an export subsidy; tax 
rebate on exports; financial assistance on preferential terms; 
financing for operating losses; assumption of costs or expenses of pro-
duction, processing, or distribution; a differential export tax or duty 
·exemption; a domestic consumption quota, or any other method of 
furnishing or ensuring the availability of raw materials at artificially 
low prices. The 1985 Act authorises priority assistance to producers of 
those agricultural commodities that have been found under Section 301 of 
the Trade Act of 1974 to suffer from unfair trade practices or that have 
nuffered retaliatory actions related to such H findinq. 
. .. I, . 
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2. Estimated Impact 
Tlii!; pro<Jramme hfls alt·eady been used to rrovide sul.n;idies vnlued nl 
$SU rni llion for promoting exports of high value products, e -~.l • wine, 
fruits, vegetables, dried fruits and citrus, mostly to Europe and the 
far East. 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
The Community has not yet taken any particular policy inilifltive in 
relc:1tion to this programme. 
C. Corn gluten feed and other cereals substitutes 
}. Description 
Corn gluten feed and other cereal substitutes are by-products from the 
processing of corn into strach, corn sweeteners and ethanol. In the last 
t1"'0 cases particularly they benefit from various subsidies and tax 
incentives, both directly and indirectly. For example, corn producers 
benefit from numerous internal agricultural support programmes (not 
least from the very high internal US sugar price) and from extreme 1 y 
restrictive import quotas - see II, A !. Similc.1rl y, the production of 
ettim1ol, a high grade alcohol used as a11 additive i11 r_1asnlinc, Ila!, 
greatly increased in recent years, largely as a result of feueral and 
state tax incentives and an extraordinary tariff surchcJrge or1 imported 
ethanol. 
2. Estimated Impact 
Virtually all United States production of corn gluten feed is exported -
nearly all of it to the EC. United States corn gluten feerJ exports lwve 
in the past displaced the use of EC produce as animal feedstuff, Leaving 
a costly surplus. 
The EC imported 3,344,823 tons of corn gluten feed worth 
$511,482 mi l Lion from the US in 1985. These imports have contributqed 
to Livestock product surpluses and have di sp Laced an amount of EC feed 
grains of roughly 3,000,000 tons. 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
Canadian authorities recently imposed countervailing duties on the im-
ports of subsidized corn from United States as they consider thnt these 
subsidies are countervailable subsidies and cause material injury to 
Canadian corn producers. 
. .. I . . 
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D. foreign Sales Corporation 
l. Description 
The Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC) legislation was a 
cause of EC/United States contention since its adoption by the llnited 
States in 1972. Under this legislation t US firms were al lowed to defer 
payment of ~orporate taxation on export earnings. This amounted to a de 
facto export subsidy which the EC challenged as i l l~gal under GA TT, 
obtaining a panel ruling in 1976 which condemned the Un~ted States law. 
It was not until the end of 1981 that the United States agreed to adopt 
the pane 1 report and not until 1984 that the United States enr1clerl 
Legislation to replace the DISC system with lhe Foreign Sales 
Corporntior1 (FSC). However, in doing so, the United Stc-1les converted 
the tax deferment provided under DISC into definitive tax remission. 
2 •. Estimated Impact 
US exports have benefitted over the life of the DISC legislation by an 
overall illegal subsidy of between $1U-12 billion during a period when 
about 2ma of all US exports went to the EC. Indirectly this tax 
remission has also affected EC exports on third country markets. It 
will continue to bestow economic advantages on US exports for some time 
to come. An illustrative example is the tax report benefit of $397 
million which Boeing i-ealised under the DISC according to its annual 
i-eport 1985, and the $422 million of additional benefits to General 
Motors during the second quarter of 1984, according to press reports. 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
The EC together, with other contracting parties have engHqed GATT 
Article XXII.l consultations in March 1985 and resei-ved their rights, ir1 
particular concerning the tax remission. 
E. Public R&D funds 
1. Description 
rhe United States Government heavily funds resec:1rch and devt! lopment 
("R&D") activities, particularly for defence activities. Total federal 
funds for R&D in FY 1986 were estimated to be $60 billion, of which 
$40 billion were defence-related. The fY 1986 commitment represented e 
22 percent increase over f'Y 1985. The increase was mainly due to R&D 
activities related to advances in tactical aircraft systems as well as 
increased emphasis on the Strategic Defence Initiative. 
. •. I . . 
.. 
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2. Estimated Impact 
US rede1·c.1l Government R&D expenr.Jitures nre about one hat f or loln I !!Al) 
efforts expenditures in the United States, both public anti private. 
Although it is difficult to quantify the full benefit to the United 
States economy, it amounts to approximately l percent of United States 
GNP. 
One of the main beneficiaries of R&D funds for defence is the US 
aircraft industry: the Boeing 707 ( of which 763 units have beef1 so le.I) 
is the civil version of the KC .135 (820 units dP.livered) developP.d c1nd 
constructed under military contracts; Boei11g has also received 
contracts worth $2. 9 billion to develop and produce avionics equ ipmerit 
for the B/18 bomber, which could easily be transferred lo the A 
747/400. Another example is the avionics equipment for the Boeing 
757/767 which was developed with funds from NASA - 423 alrcrRft of these 
types have been sold so far. The Boeing 747 benef iter.J from the 
experience gained by Boeing's C-5A design competition team, whose 
efforts were funded directly by the US Air Force. The result of this 
team's extensive windtunnel testing and structural analysis of large jet 
transport design concepts was the development of the 16-whee l high 
flotation main landing gear used today on the 747. 
. .• I • • 
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VII. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
A. Section 337 of the Trade Act of 1930 
l11ternc1t ipna l f rade Commi ssio11 procc~clures. l"he t'arid and onerous cha-
r·acter or procedures under Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 puts a 
pm'lerful weapon in the hands of US industry which European firms consi-
der is being abused for protecl.ionist ends. /\ complete investigation of 
the patent's validity, including US style discovery rrocedureH, ls 
carried out in a statutory reriod of one year whi6h muy be extended to 
18 months. Costs easily exceed o million dollars. European exporters 
are soi cl to withdraw f tom the US market rather than incur the heavy 
costs of a fight, particul.arl.y if their exports involved are on fJ 
limited scale beincJ a new venture or Fearn a smaller firm. In udditioh, 
certain features of the Section 337 procedure constitute discriminatdry 
treatment of imported products, in pa_rticu lar, the limitations on the 
ability of defendants to counterclaim. 
furthermore, Section 337 arplies "in addition to any other prov1s1ons of 
law"; suspension of a Section 337 investigation is not automatic wheri a 
parallel case is pending before a United States District Court. 
A case has been filed under the EC commercial policy instrument (Regula-
tion 2441/84) alleging that the procedures of Section 337 are incon-
sistent with the national trentrnent clause of GATT. The Commission found 
that the application of these procedures to the import of certain aramld 
Fibers · from the Community contains sufficient evidence of an illicit 
commercial proctice on the part of the United States ant.l a resultont 
threat of injury as defined by Regulation 2441/84 to warrant further 
action. In March 1987 the Commission decided to initiate the procedures 
for consultation and dispute settlement provided for in /\rticle XXIII of 
GATT. 
B. Other Intellectual Property Issues 
l. Descript.ion 
a) Patent Cooperation Treaty - US reserve on Artie.le 11(3) 
Under the Patent Cooperation Treaty's Artie le 11 (3), a foreiqn ariµ l i.ca-
tion is treated as defining the state of the art as· of the date of an 
international application. The US has made a reservation to this prin-
ciple under Article 64(4) \'1hich enables a US inventor to rely on hiR 
inventive activity after that date to prevent the grant of a US patent 
. to a foreign inventor in accordance with the Treaty's provisions. Only 
when the international application has been published ls lt treated as 
forming part of the state of the art. 
b) Discriminatory features of patent interference procedures. 
111 objectinq lo the grant of n lJS patent, pl.'ior inventive aclivity on US 
territory can be used to defeat an application . Uut a foreign inventor 
cannot rely on even ear.tier inventive activity abroarl to reply to 
someone objecting to his application on the basis of US inventive 
activity pre-datinq that application. 
. .. I . . 
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Inudequate protection of appellations of origin and indications of 
source 
The US regards these geogrr1phica l denorninot ions as far less worthy of 
pt·nlecllon than Commun Hy cour 1L r ies. This causes pruiJ I ems for a I.JroarJ 
range of European pL'oducts particularly wines (l3urgundy, Champaqne, 
Chablis) and food (cheese such as cheddar, gouda, cooked meats etc.) 
d) Trade Marks 
While criticizing the progress made by the Community in the intellectunl 
property field and calling upon it to accelernle enactment of Community 
Legislation to benefit US commercial interests in Europe the US has not 
supported existing international arrangements that would benefit 
European interests ln the US, particularly in the trade mark field. 
2. Estimated impact 
It is difficult to assess the accuracy of data on the economic impact of 
these barriers but there is no doubt that it is substantial. 
3. Actions taken or to be taken 
Trade related aspects of Intellectual Property rights are included in 
the Uruguay Round negotiations.· 
... I • . 
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WNITED STATES LEGISLATION /\ND PRACTICE ON COUNTERVAILING AND 
ANTI-DUMPING DUTIES 
The EC has raised, on a number of occasions, aspects of United States 
countervf:l ili.ng duty ( 11 CVD 11 ) Icy is lat.ion nnd practice whlch it considers 
incompatible with United States obligations under the GATT Code on 
Subsidies 1..1ncl Countervailing Duties •. Thus, the EC has expressed its 
strong reservations \•iith regard to United States legislation on 
"upst re,lln subsidies" cont aincd in Section 77 lA of the Trade J\ct of .l93U, 
as Amended .in 1984, which, in effect, preempterl discussions in the 
relevant experts group in the G/\TT. The EC also opposes United Stutes 
practice of deviating from the Code's provisions with respect to the 
definition and ca 1.cu 1.at ion nf a subsidy. The United States considers 
that a subsidy exists· wherever an economic benefit is conferred on an 
industry regardless of whether there has been state intervention and a 
financial contribution by a government! 
With regard to United States anti-dumping ("AD") legislation the EC 
objects, in particular, to the amendments to the AD law made hy 
Section 602 of the Tracie and Tariff Act of 1984 which permit the imposi-
tion of anti-dumping duties not only against imports, but also against 
sales or· even likely sales i.e. before importati1Jn of the goods in 
question has even taken place. This extension of the scope of anti-
dumping action violates Article VI .l of the GATT i,,1hich requires intro-
duction "into the commerce of another country" for any determination of 
dumping. The same is true for the equivalent extension of CVD deter-
minations where Article VI.3 of the CATT clearly states that a counter-
vailing duty can only be imposed if a product is "imported into the 
territory of another Contracting Party." 
furthermore, the EC objects to the statutory minimum profit of 8 percent 
to be added in constructed value calculation under Section 773(e) of the 
Tariff Act of 1930. This requirement runs contrary to Article 2.4 of 
the GI\TT Anti-dumping Code i,,1hich states that "as a general rule, the 
addition for profit shall not exceed the profit normally realized on 
sales of products of the same qeneral category in the domestic market of 
the country of ori~Jin". (emphasis suppl.ied). 
The EC has repeatedly cr.iticized the United States for imposinu AD ond 
CVD duties corresponding to the full dumpinq margin or amount of 
subsidisation established. Article 8.1 of the CATT AD Code and Article 
4.1 of the CATT subsidies Code declare it desirable to impose u lesser 
duty, if such duty would be sufficient to remove injury to the domestic 
industry. The EC has followed this approach in Article 13(3) of 
Regulation No. 2176/84. The EC further objects to the low United States 
standard of verifying the standing of a petitioner for AD .md CVll 
measures. Article 5.1 of the GATT AD Code and Article 2.1 of the CATT 
Subsidies Code require a written request by or on behalf of an industry 
affected. The Un.ited States nuthor Hies, hm<1ever, do not check 1<1hether 
any application does in fact fulfill this condition but rely instead on 
petitioners' representations that the cornplaint t.1as been filed on behalf 
of the domestic .industry. 
. .. I . • 
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Finally, the EC is firmly opposed to some aspects of US prov1s1ons on 
the automatic assessment of nnti-dump.ing and countervailing uuties. The 
EC considers that it is contrary to the anti-dumpinq and countervailing 
duty codes to definitively collecl· duties at rales· eslaulished in 
preliminary determinations in tho'se cases where rateu definitively 
established are lower than preliminary ones. The rules of the Codes on 
provisiomil measures are unequivocal in this resr>ect. Duties can only 
be definitively. collected on the basis of a final detennination, takinq 
into account the facts established in the course of a proper 
inveslig1.:1l.ion and taking into account the submission of o tl part.ies 
concerned. They cannot be levied definitively on the basis of c1 
preliminary finding which can be made on the basis of incomplete 
information and may not give respondents sufficient opportunity to fully 
present and defend their case. This is even more serious in the c1:1ses 
wltere the rate pre 1.iminarily established is subsequently found to IJe too 
high. The EC insists therefore that any final assessment of duties be 
based on the facts established at th·e end of an investigation or an 
administrative review .and not on information used for the adoption of 
provisional measures. 
. .. I . . 
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IX. SECTION 301 OF THE THADE ACT OF 1974 
Section 301 may I.Jc invoked if a foreign country or instrumentality 
applies any act, policy or practice which is unjlmtifiable, unreasonal.Jle 
or di.scrirninalory mH..J IJul'dens or restricts Uniled Slates comrn1::rce. lhe 
notion "uqreasonabl.e" refers to an act, policy or pract i.ce which is not 
necessnrily illegal but would deny fair and equitable market opportuni-
ties, oppbrtunities for the establishment of an enterprise, or adequate 
and effective protection of intellectual property rights. 
fhe application of Section 301 depends on the discretion of United 
States authorities and may deviate from CATr rules. The CATT provides 
for most-favoured-nation treatment concerning external trade and also 
provides rules for coplng in a selective manner with unfair trade 
practices in the areas of dum11ing and subsidization. Furthermore, GAT1 
Artie Le XXI II addresses lhe situation where a Contractin<J Party con-
siders that benefits are nullified or impaired by a trading partner. 
Unilateral United States action under Section .301 seeking to redress 
unfair trade practices of CATT contracting parties does not have to be 
in conformity with internationally accepted rules, nor does it have to 
be directed against the goods triggering the Section 301 procedure but 
may be directed against other products or services originating in the 
foreign country concerned. 
Unilateral action of this kind is in cleRr violation of the GATT. 
With regard to similar commercial practices, the EC adopted a regulation 
(2641/84) giving it the ~uthority to challenge such practices of other 
trading· partners but ir1 strict conformity with EC international 
obligations, such as GATT. This implies that any compensatory action 
taken by the EC would be subject to the approval of the CATT Contracting 
Parties. 
. .• I . • 
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X. EXPORT CONTROLS/RESTRICTIONS ON TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
.l. Description 
011e of the main areas of ext raterr itoria l HJJP licaliun of US law is the 
nren of export controls and restrictions of technology transfer. 
The Export l\drninislration Act of 1979 ("EA/\"), as amended by the Export 
Administration Amendments Act of 1905, provides the leqa l basis for the 
United States Government to exercise export controls for nat.iona l se-
curity and foreign policy reasons. While the notion of national se-
curity is defined in the E/\A, foreign policy is not. Export controls 
based on foreign policy ure therefore decided upon in u purely discre-
tionary way by the United Slates Government. 
Under the fore i~Jn policy concept of . the EAA, the United States has 
clr1imed broad jurisdiction to exercise ·control over foreirJn subsidiaries 
and affiliates of United States domestic companies. Furthermore, a fo-
reign consignee of US technology has to comply with United States law to 
avoid sanctions by the United States Government. Such United States ex-
port controls have in the past created major obstacles to EC re-exports 
of United States goods or to EC exports of goods containing United 
States components, and may create similar obstacles in the future. 
US export controls carried out f6r national security reasons cover among 
others things dual-use technology and normally contain re-export res-
trictions for transfer even between EC Member States. Although the EC 
recognises the security interests of the US and generally shares them, 
extraterritorial application of US law within the jurisdiction of the EC 
is unacceptable and contrary to the principles of international law. It 
also goes beyond what is foreseen by the provisions of the security 
exceptions in Article XXI of GATT. 
2. Estimated impact 
Although it is difficult to give exact figures on trade losses incurreu 
by the Community companies due to US reexport contra l measures, such 
losses are substantial notably on high-technology products. 
3. Action taken or to be taken 
The Community has protested to the US authorities in numerous diplomatic 
d~marches on this extraterritorial application of US export controls • 
. . . I . . 
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XI. SEMICONDUCTORS AGHEEMENT 
Description 
1. In July 1986, the US and Jaµanese Governments announced an a9ree-
ment on semi conduct ors .in settlement of US dumping cases· ancl a 
section 301 action. Under this agreement the US appear to have s~-
cured Japanese 8Ssurances on prices in lh.ird country nrnrkels, in-
c luc..l.ing the Europeun Community, os we 11 as promises in respect of 
mRrket access. 
Estimated impact 
2. The United States and Japan together account for the vast majority 
of world semiconductor production. This agreement could therefore 
be expected to have a very significant impact on those markets to 
which it is intended to app 1 y and the United St ates hns even 
threatened Japan with retaliatory action in order to secure its 
implementation. 
Actions taken or to be taken 
3. The agreement blatantly contradicts GATT proviiions and the Commu-
nity has initiated action in the CATT inter alia by requesting es-
tablishment of a panel. 
. .. I . . 
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XII. REPAIH SERVICING 
A. foreign repair of United States aircraft 
l. Description 
The Federal Aviation Administration ( "fA/\") has ·recently reinterpreterl 
its rules re9aruing foreign repait· stations to drastically reduce the 
scope of repair and maintenace "'°rk that such stations may perform on 
United States-re9istered aircraft and parts, without regard to the quo-
L .it y of the worl< performed. Schedu Led maintenance and overhauls can no 
Lon~Je r be perf armed abroad on United St ates ai rcrAft used on .internn-
tiuna l routes. · The FAA action is contrary to the GATT Agreement on 
Trade in Civil Aircraft and the declared United States policy on trade 
in services. 
2. Estimated I mpacl 
While it is too early to quantify the impact of the fAA action, it is 
causing severe disruption to the long-established business of forei~1n 
repair stations in the EC. 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
The Commission protested agRinst ttiis interpretation of the rules in the 
Aircraft Code Committee in October 1986 and has joined other governrner1ts 
in a d~marche to the US Authorities on 19 December 1986. 
B. Repairs of ships abroad 
l. Description 
The United States applies a 50 percent tariff on most repairs of US 
ships Abroad, e.9. on equipment purchased and repairs made. The Un.ited 
States justifies this measure on the urounds of protecting an industry 
essentiAl for defence purposes. 
3. Actions Taken or to be TAken 
The EC noted the United States practice in the Gl\TT cataloque of non 
tariff barriers. 
• •. I . . 
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A. Tax treatment of small passenger aircraft 
l. Description 
While the Tax Refol'ru Act of 1986 generally e 1 iminated lhe investment t11x 
credil and FJcce le rated cost recovery system of depreciation, the Act 
included a transilion rnle allowing purchasers of small aircraft to utie 
these tax benefits for a limited t.ime if the aircraft c1re produced in 
Florida, Georgia, Kansas, or Texns. This provision favours United 
States manufacturers at the expense of foreiqn aircraft producers. 
Estimated Impact 
EC aircraft manufacturers loss is. estimnted 
outstanding orders for aircraft as a result of 
treatment. 
3. Actions Taken or to be Taken 
at $5[) million in 
this d.iscriminatory 
The EC has asked the US Administration to se~k retroactive elimination 
of this provision and consultations with the United States under CATT 
Article XXII.l were held on Dec'3mber 17, 1986. further action in GATT 
is being considered by the EC. 
B. State unitary income taxation 
l. Description 
Certain individual states assess state corporate income tax for foreign 
owned companie~ operating within these states' borders on the basis of 
an arbitrarily calculated proportion of the total worldwide turnover of 
the company. That proportion of total worldwide earnings is assessed in 
such a way that a company may have to pay tax on income arising outside 
the state, and qiving rise to double taxation. lJuite apnrt from the 
added fiscal burden, a unitary tax state is reaching beyond the borders 
of its own· jurisdiction and taxing income earned outside that 
jurisdiction~ This is in breach of the internationally accepted 
principle that foreign owned companies may be taxed on I y on the income 
urising in the jurisdiction of the host state -- 11 the water's edge" 
principle. A company may also face heavy compliance costs in f1Jrnishin9 
details of its worldwide operations . 
. The State of California adopted a tax bi 11 in September 19B6 which pro-
vides for the "water's edge" alternative to the unitary taxation. The 
"water's edge" concept definition includes a foreign corporation only if 
more than 20~~ of its property, payroll and sales are in the US. An 
"elect ion fee" of O. 03?~ of the foreign corporation's Californian proper-
ty, payro l 1 and sales has to lJe paid if the 11 \'mter' s eclqe" is e lecterj 
instead of unitary taxation. 
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